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EXCEPTIONAL BOUNDARY SETS FOR SOLUTIONS

OF PARABOLIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES

G. N. HILE AND R. Z. YEH

Abstract. Let J( be a second order, linear, parabolic partial differential operator

with coefficients defined in a domain Se = Û x (0, T) in R" X R, with Q a domain

in R". Let u be a suitably regular real function in 9 such that u is bounded below

and Jt'u is bounded above in 9. If u > 0 on ß x {0} except on a set T X {0}, with

T a subset of Q of suitably restricted Hausdorff dimension, then necessarily u 3* 0

also on T X {0}. The allowable Hausdorff dimension of T depends on the coeffi-

cients of Jf'. For example, if M is the heat operator A - 9/9i, the Hausdorff

dimension of T needs to be smaller than the number of space dimensions n.

Analogous results are valid for exceptional boundary sets on the lateral boundary,

3Í2 X (0,T), of 9.

1. Introduction. Let 3? and J( denote the differential operators given by

(*) <?«:=    £ ;¿+E^ + «'1    *«:=*«-%,
i,j=i '   j     1=1        '

with coefficients defined in some "cylindrical" open set 3i\= ß X (0, T), where fi is

an open subset of R", n > 2, and 0 < T < oo. The operator Jl is assumed to be

parabolic in Si; in fact, we require that for some positive constants A0 and Al the

eigenvalues of the matrix (a(..) of second order coefficients, fisted in nondecreasing

order, satisfy inequalities

n

0 < A0< £ X,(x,t),       0<Xl(x,t) <\„(x,/)< A,,
i = i

for all (x, t) in 3). Let T be a subset of ñ of Hausdorff dimension less than Aq/Aj.

Under suitable regularity conditions, we show that if u is a solution in S¿ of J(u <

constant, with also u > constant in 3>, and if u > 0 on 3^— (T X {0}), then

necessarily u > 0 also on T X (0).

For example, if the principal part of ¿£, and hence of Jt', is the Laplace operator,

then Aq/Aj = n. Then for an equation Jtu = f, initial values of u on ñ x (0} may

be omitted on a set of Hausdorff dimension less than n without affecting the

uniqueness of the solution, provided that u and / are assumed bounded.
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We have analogous results for lateral boundary exceptional sets, on the part of the

boundary 3ß X (0, T). Here the allowable Hausdorff dimension of the exceptional

set depends on the coefficients of J( and also on the geometry of 3S2.

These results extend standard versions of so-called "Phragmen-Lindelöf princi-

ples". Phragmen-Lindelöf principles generally describe the behavior of a solution of

a differential equation or inequality when the solution is known to be nonnegative

on the boundary of a domain except at an exceptional boundary point. Under

appropriate growth restrictions on the solution, one concludes that the solution must

be nonnegative also at the exceptional point.

For elliptic equations Phragmen-Lindelöf principles were first proved by Gilbarg

[4] in two dimensions, and by Hopf [9] in general R". Further refinements and

strengthening of these results were given by Serrin [16] and Friedman [3]. Miller [11,

12] obtained Phragmen-Lindelöf results for general uniformly elliptic operators with

no continuity at all assumed on the coefficients. He also established existence of

maximal and minimal Phragmen-Lindelöf indices for classes of uniformly elliptic

operators with eigenvalues of the matrix of second order coefficients contained

within a fixed range. Oddson [13, 14] derived explicit formulas for these indices in

the two-dimensional case. For other discussions of Phragmen-Lindelöf principles see

Bear and Hile [1], Fife [2], Habetha [5], Herzog [6], Hile and Yeh [7, 8], Lax [10], and

the book of Protter and Weinberger [15].

In [8] the present authors gave a version of the Phragmen-Lindelöf principle for

elliptic second order partial differential inequalities where the exceptional boundary

set is a set of restricted Hausdorff dimension rather than a single point. This paper

gives analogous results for parabolic differential inequalities.

In [3] A. Friedman presented a Phragmen-Lindelöf principle for parabolic dif-

ferential equations with the exceptional boundary point being the point at infinity.

2. Base points. We again let 3? and J( denote the differential operators defined

by (*) of the introduction. The coefficients atJ, b¡, c, for /',_/'= 1,..., n, are real

valued functions of (x, t) = (xx,..., x„, t), defined in an open set 2:= ß X (0, T),

with ß an open subset of R", n > 2, and 0 < T < oo. The matrix of second order

coefficients, A = (a¡A, is assumed symmetric and positive definite in 3>\ thus M is

a parabolic operator, and the eigenvalues of A in 2>, numbered in nondecreasing

order, satisfy 0 < \x(x, t) < X2(x, 0 < • • • < A„(;c, t), for all (x, t) in 3). Further-

more, throughout this section we assume that for some positive constants A0 and A1

and for (x, t) in S>,
n

(A) 0 < A0 < traceA(;c,r) = E Ai(*>r)>       0 < A,(x, /) < A„(x, t) < A,.
i = i

The vector b = (bY,...,bn) oi first order coefficients is required to satisfy, for some

nonnegative function b0 on (0, T) and for (x, t) in 2,

(B) \b(x,t)\^b0(t) = o(t-1/2)   asi^0+.

Finally, we require on the zero order coefficient c the condition, for (x, t) in 3¡,

(C) c(x,i)<0.
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First we prove two preliminary lemmas concerning barrier functions.

Lemma 1-A. Let <j> be defined on R" X (0, co) as the function

(1.1) 4>(x,t):= t-ae-°W2/',

where a and o are positive constants chosen so that

(1.2) 0 < 2a < 4aA0 < A0/A,.

Then there exist positive constants 7\ and yv depending on A0, A1; b0, T, a, a, such

that for (x,t) inti X (0, 7\),

(1.3) Jfej>(x,t) < -yx(t +\x\ )t-2<b(x,t),

(1.4)

(1.5)

(1.6)

£<*•')

32</>

dxßxj
(x,t)

< yl1t 1\x\<¡>(x,t),        i = l,...,n,

< y{1t'2(SiJt+\x\2)<j>(x,t),        i,j= l,...,n,

3;
(x,t) < Yi_1í"2(í +|jc|2)^»(x,/).

Moreover, for any constant r > 0, on the paraboloid t + \x\2 = r2, t > 0, we have the

inequality,

(1.7) <j>(x,t + r2)>yxr-2a.

Proof. Calculations yield

(1.8)

(1.9)

3<i>3(#> _     2a

d2<¡>

T + ir-l*.

ox,oXr\-28i3i + -^x-X3

I    la ,          ,,      4a2  .              -   b-x             a      a\x\
Ji<p =   - — (traceA) -I-—Ax ■ x - la-i- c -\-—— |<f>;

hence, application of (A), (B), (C) leads to

I    2a . t\x\        2a ,   , -.,   ,     a      a ,   ,21
J/<¡> <   - — A0 + 4A1a2^j- + —b0(t)\x\ + y - —|*|

For any positive constant | we have

2&0(OI*h£i7L + £-1rf>o(')2;

upon setting £ = (1 - 4aA1)/2 and observing from (1.2) that £ > 0, we obtain from

above that

2ot       ,   /   \2|     i ,       /.,        .    ,   \ o\x\
Jt§ <    a - 2aA0 +
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Applying now (1.2) and (B), we arrive at (1.3) for (x, t) in ß X (0, 7\) provided that

7\ and yx are chosen sufficiently small.

Inequalities (1.4)-(1.6) follow from (1.8) and (1.9), again with Yi chosen suffi-

ciently small. To obtain (1.7), we observe that for t + \x\2 = r2, t > 0, and for yx

sufficiently small,

<f>(x,/ + r2) = {t + r2)"aexp[-a|x|2/(? + r2)\

> (r2 + r2)"aexp[-a(r2 - t)/(r2 + t)]

> {2r2)   e-">ylr'2a. □

Lemma 1-B. Let \p be defined on R" X (0, oo) as the function

(1.10) ^(jc,í):=í1_^+(1 + ^)I*|2,

where ß is a positive constant, 0 < ß < 1. Then there exist positive constants T2 and

y2, depending on n, Ax, b0, ß, T, such that for (x, t) in ß X (0, T2),

(l.ii) je4,(x,t)K-y2[ri' + ti,-l\x\2],

(1.12)

(1.13)

_ch¿

3x,
(x,t) <4.v

32^

dXjdXj
(x,t) < 40,,,

$(*.')
ß  4-   r^-M<rp + t

Proof. Calculations yield

(1.14) U=(l + ^)(2x,),    d-±=(l-ß)t-P + ßt^\x\2,

(1.15)
B2^

dxfixj
= 25,,(1 + tß).

= 2(1 + i^)( traced) + 2(1 + tß)b ■ x + c^-(l - ß)t~ß - ßtß'l\x\ ;

then application of (A), (B), (C) gives

J/^^ 2/iA^l + tß) + 2(l + tß)b0(t)\x\-(l - ß)rß- ßtß^\x\2.

We choose T2 < 1, which implies 1 + tß < 2; we also use

M0l*l<f''-1l*l2 + f'1-'V02.

and obtain

Jt) < 4HA! + ~tl'%(t)2 -(1 - jB)r' - |^-'|x|2.

But  from (B),   tl-ßb0(t)2 = o(t'ß);  thus (1.11) follows for  T2  and  y2 chosen

sufficiently small.

Inequalities (1.12), (1.13) are consequences of (1.14), (1.15) and the restriction

0 < t < T2 < 1.    D
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If z is a point on d3 and m is a real valued function in 3, by the phrase "w > 0 at

z" we mean that liminf u(x, t) > 0 as (x, t) approaches z from inside 3. If £ is a

subset of d3, by "u > 0 on E " we mean that u > 0 at every point z on E. If m > 0

on the intersection of d3 - E with a neighborhood of z (or of E), then we say

" u > 0 on 3^ — E near z " (or, resp., near E).

We denote by Jf(E) the Hausdorff dimension of a set £. We require the

following elementary consequence of the definition of Hausdorff dimension. Its brief

justification appears in [8].

Lemma 1-C. Let E be a subset of R" with Hausdorff dimension 3^C(E). If p is a

positive number such that Jf(E) < p, then for any e > 0 and v > 0 there exists a

countable covering of E by open balls {B¡} in R" such that the center of each B¡ is a

point of E, each radius ri of Bi satisfies 0 < r¡^v, and moreover T.¡rf < e.

Theorem 1. Assume conditions (A), (B), (C) hold on the coefficients of the operator

JÍ as defined by (*). Let T be a subset of ß, with

(1.16) o<jr(r)<A0/A1,

and let y0 be a point on T. Let u be a real valued function in 3 = ß X (0,7"), of class

C2 with respect to x and of class C1 with respect to t. Suppose that for some constants

M, t, with M > 0, 0 < t < 1, we have for (x, t) in 3),

(1.17) u(x,t)>-M,    Jtu(x,t)^MtT;

then

(1.18) u>0    ond3-(T x{0}) near (yo,0)

implies

(1.19) h>0    at(yo,0).

Proof. We may translate coordinates, if necessary, so that y0 = 0 in R". Let i|/ be

a barrier function as described in Lemma 1-B, where ß is chosen so that 0 < t < ß

< 1. Let 8 be the positive constant S := [ A0/A1 - Jif(T)]/2; then choose positive

constants a, a so that

(1.20) 0 < Jif(T) = Aq/Aj - 28 < Aq/Aí - 8 < 2a < 4oA0 < A0/A1(

and let § be a barrier function as described in Lemma 1-A. By choosing Tx and/or

T2 smaller, if necessary, and then T also smaller, we may arrange the relation

7\ = T2 = T < 1.
Condition (1.18) implies the existence of an open ball 9Ù in R"+1, centered at 0,

with radius Se < T < 1, such that

(1.21) M>0  onJn[as-(rx{o})].

(The set 3§ C\d3 may include part of the lateral boundary, 3ß X [0,T], of 3); in

fact, it is possible that y0 = 0 g 3ß.) Conditions (1.11) and (1.17) imply that in

38C\3i,

Jtu(x,t)+J(^{x,t)^ MrT -y2rß= (Mtß~T - y2)t~ß.
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Since ß > t, we may choose SS smaller, if necessary, so that also

(1.22) Ji{u + ^)<0   in 3r\ 3.

We will establish (1.19) by showing that lim inf u(x, t) > 0 as (x,t) -» (0,0) in

Sen 3.
Denote the radius of Se by r; recall that 0 < r < T < 1. Let v be a positive

constant sufficiently small that

(1.23) 0 < v < r,    r + v2 < T,    Yl„A0/AI-á-2a > M

(Since Aq/Aj - 8 - 2a < 0, the last condition is attainable.) We have J(f(T) <

Aq/Aj - 5; thus for any e > 0, Lemma 1-C confirms the existence of a countable

covering of T by open balls {Bt} in R", such that the center of each B¡, say y¡, lies

on r, the radius of each B¡, say r„ satisfies 0 < r, < v, and moreover so that

(1.24) £ /-A./A.-Í < e

1

We define a function u in à? n ^ according to

(1.25) f(*,0:= u(x,t)+(l + M/r2)^(x,t)

+ Y.riAo/A^%{x-yi,t + r2).

i

Observe from (1.23) that t + r2 < t + v2 < r + v2 < T in S8 C\ 3; thus each func-

tion </>(x — yitt + r2) is defined for (x, t) in SSC\3, and moreover will satisfy

appropriately "translated" versions of (1.3)—(1.6). In fact, the estimates (1.4)-(1.6),

(1.24), along with the estimate <$>(x, t) < t~a, show that the series on the right of

(1.25) converges uniformly on compact subsets of SS n 3, along with the series of

space derivatives up to order two and time derivative to order one. Thus the series

represents a function in £% n 3 of class C2 in x and class C1 in t, and the series

may be differentiated termwise up to these orders. From (1.3), (1.11), and (1.22) we

conclude therefore that in SS n 3,

Mv ^Jiu +(l + M/r2)M^ ^Jt{u + ^)<0.

Now we define "inverted paraboloids" {a21,}, according to

£?,.:= {(x,t): |x-^,|2 + i<r,2}.

Since 3>i contains the set Bt X {0}, the collection {¿P¡} is a covering of T X {0}.

Moreover, t < r2 < ri < v < 1 in á8,. We further define open sets

â:= SdC\3,    3>:= \J0>,.
i

Since t < v < r in each a3,, the open set S$ - SP is nonempty. We will show that

v > 0 in Sit — S" by applying the minimum principle to v in this open set.

We divide the boundary of J" - £P into three parts. Recall that for sets A, B in

R"+1,

d(A r\B)cz (3A n B) u(A n 35)

= (dA n fi) u(A n i)B) u(dA n 35);
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moreover, dA = 3(AC) where Ac is the complement of A, dA c dA, and dA <z Ac

provided A is open. Thus,

d(â-S*) = a(ln(#)c)c (dâr\(S*)c)u(âr\ dS*)u(dândS*)

c (dà-0>) u(in 3a3).

Since also,

dâ = d{ssc\3)<z (dS$r\3)u{Sán d3),

we have

d(â-&)c (dSg n 3 -0) u(Së n d3 - &) u(â n d&).

We investigate separately these three parts of 3(S8 - ¡?).

(i) On aSS n 3 -0>, (1.25), (1.17), (1.10), and 0 < r < 1, |x|2 + r2 = r2 yield

u(x,i) > u(x,t) +(M/r2)y\i(x,t)

> -M+(M/r2)(/2 +|x|2) = 0.

(ii) On S§ n d3 - a9, we have u > 0 since u > 0 on Si n [d3 - (T X {0})] and

(#n 3^-^)c#n[3^-(r X (0))].

(iii) On Jn 3a2, we have t > 0; since t «S r, in &¡ and r, -» 0 as i -» oo by

(1.24), for each (x, t) in ^ n 35a there exists a positive constant ¿(JM) such that the

distance from (x, t) to 0>i is larger than d(x^ for all but a finite number of ;'. Thus

for each (x, t) in SÙ C\ d¿P there exists a positive integer N such that

/   /V \ N

(x,t)<=d   U^i   c U 3^,,
\'=i     /     '=1

which means that (x, t) e a0>j for some j. But then, by (1.25), (1.17), (1.7), (1.23)

and r < p,

o(x,r) ^ m(x,í) + /vA°/A'~s«f>(x -^-,r + ry2)

> -M+ r/°/A'-8(Y1r/2a)

^  -M + 7l,;Ao/Ai-8-2« ^ 0.

We have now shown that ^i;<0ina?n.® and v > 0 on

3(J-#) = d(SdC\3-&).

By the minimum principle for parabolic operators (see [15]), we conclude that v > 0

in 3è n 0 - #. But by (1.1) and (1.24), the series in (1.25) can be bounded in Se n ^

by

£ !■>/*-•♦(* - x, í + r2) < £ r,A»/A.-fi(i + r2)'" < rûe;

i i

hence from v > 0 it follows that in â? n ^ - ^,

m(x,0 +(l + M/r2)xP(x,t) > -era.
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If we let v -* 0+, (1.23) is preserved, and 88 C\ 3 — 8P widens to include all of

38 n 3 since t < v in a3; since also e is arbitrary we conclude that in 38 n 3,

u(x,t) +(l + M/r2)^{x,t) > 0.

By (1.10), \p(x, t) -> 0 as (x,t) -> (0,0+); thus Um inf w(x, i) > 0 as (x, r) -> 0 in

3SC\ 3.    D

Corollary 1. If in Theorem 1 ifte hypothesis (1.18) w replaced with

(1.26) i/>0    o«3^-(r X{0}) near T X{0},

//ien ine conclusion (1.19) caw 6e replaced with

(1.27) «>0    o«rx{0}.

Proof. Apply Theorem 1 to each point ( j>0,0) on T X (0}.   D

3. Lateral points. Again we let 3? and Jt denote the operators defined by (*) and

described in §2. Condition (A) is replaced with the slightly stronger requirement

that, for all (x, r)in 3,

(A*) «|É|2<   £   fli/x,0«7</»|€|2,   for all ¿ in R",
1.7 = 1

where a and ß are positive constants, 0 < a < ß. We replace condition (B) by the

more stringent

(B*) \b(x,t)\<K,

for all (x,t) in 3, for some nonnegative constant K. We retain the requirement that

for all(x, r)in 3,

(C) c(x,t)n0.

For each / in (0, T) we may regard / as fixed, and consider the operator ¿?r given

by

(t) *.-~ % «vC.0¿-+tM-,0¿- + c(,,),
i,y=l i      J        ¡ = 1 '

thereby obtaining a family {-£?,}, f g (0, T), of elliptic operators, with coefficients

a¡:(-,t), bj(-,t), c(-,t) real valued functions defined in ß. We discuss families of

barrier functions associated with such a family of operators.

Definition. Let T be a subset of 3ß. Let {gy}, y g r, be a family of real valued

functions, indexed by points on T, and let À be a real number. We say that { gy} is a

family of uniformly strong local barriers of order X for the family {£?,}, t G (0,7"), in

ß at T iff there exist positive constants p, ku k2,...,k5 such that the following

conditions hold (where we denote g(x; y)'-= gy(x)):

(Bj) Each gy is defined and continuous in ß n {x: 0 < |x - y\ < p}, and of class

C2 in ß n {x: 0 < |x - y\ < p}.

(B2) For y on T, and x in ß with 0 < |x - y\ < p,

(3.1) kx\x-y\   < g(x; y) < k2\x - y\ ,
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(3.2)

(3.3)
9^(*; y)

dxfiXj

< k3\x - y\      ,        1 = 1,...,»,

< K4|x - y\      ,        i,j = !,...,»,

(3.4) JS?/g(x; ̂-¿c5|x->>r2,        Í6(0,r).

If A > 0, we say {gy} is a family of regular barriers, and, if À < 0, a family of

singular barriers.

Note that for regular barriers, g(x; y) -> 0 as x -> y, and for singular barriers,

g(x\ y) -* +00 as x -» j. Both regular and singular barriers are positive in their

region of definition except at x = y.

If T consists of only a single point, say y0, then {gy}, y g r, consists of only one

function, say g. In this case we say that g is a strong local barrier of order X for

{£>,} in ß at y0.

Results of Miller [11, 12] for « > 3 and Oddson [13, 14] for n = 2 imply the

existence of families of strong regular and singular barriers. Although Miller and

Oddson do not list explicitly (3.1)—(3.4) as properties of their barrier functions, an

examination of their work shows that they have established the existence of families

with these properties. Before discussing their results, we point out in the next lemma

that, under appropriate boundedness conditions on the lower order coefficients of

the family {¿P,}, a family of uniformly strong local barriers for the operators

corresponding to the principal parts of {-£?,} is an analogous family for {&,}. We

define ££t as the principal part of JS?„

i,7 = l J

Lemma 2-A. If (gv}, y £ T, is a family of uniformly strong local barriers of order

X for {¿¡C,} in ß at T, t g (0,7"), then it also is for {£?,}, provided that conditions

(B*), (C) on the first order coefficients of {££,} hold.

Proof. We need only to check that, for some p and positive ks, (3.4) is valid for

0 < |x — y\ < p, assuming that for some positive k, p, and for 0 < \x - y\ < p,

Writing

J^g(x; y) < -*k\x - y\X  2,        /e(0,r).

&,g = #,g+ ib,(;t)jg- + c{;t)g,
¡ = 1 0Xi

and using (B*), (C), (3.1), (3.2), we obtain

&tg{x\ y) < -k\x - y\      + nKk3\x - y\

Thus (3.4) holds for 0 < |x - y\ < p and some positive k5 if p is sufficiently small

(independently of y and t).   D
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Miller and Oddson proved the existence of strong barriers on cones for uniformly

elliptic operators of principal part only,

n ^2

L:=    £   a
'JoxfiXi'

1,7 = 1 '      7

where the aiJ's are not necessarily continuous but satisfy a uniform ellipticity

condition analogous to (A* ),

(Af) a|*|2<   £   a,7(x)^</3|||2       (ß>a>0),

1.7=1

for all £ in R" and all x in the interior of a cone 7^. The cone 7^, where 0 < \p < it,

lies in R" with vertex at the origin, axis in the positive x„-direction, and is defined

explicitly as

T+ = {0}u{xGR":x*0, 0(x) <,/,},

with 6(x):= arc cos(x„/|x|). Miller and Oddson were looking for slightly weaker

barrier functions, requiring instead of (3.1) only that g(x) > 0 in 7^ — {0}, and

instead of (3.4) only that Lg < 0 in the interior of 7^. However the barrier functions

that they produce are of the form g(x) = \x\AF(6), and one can check that such

functions g also satisfy our stronger requirements for a strong barrier function. (This

fact is pointed out by Miller in Theorem 3 of [12] for the case X > 0. For X < 0 a

similar statement is valid.) Miller and Oddson in fact prove more than existence of

barrier functions, showing further that for fixed a and ß there exist maximal and

minimal orders of regular barriers and singular barriers, respectively, such that every

elliptic operator consisting only of its principal part, with (A* ) holding, has regular

and singular barriers of orders arbitrarily close to these maximal and minimal

orders, and regular barriers of orders arbitrarily close to zero. (Miller also proves a

similar result for operators with lower order terms.) For dimension n = 2 Oddson

computes these maximal and minimal orders explicitly as functions of ip, a, and ß.

(Since these formulas are a little complicated we do not reproduce them here.) For

n > 3 the computation of maximal and minimal orders of barriers on cones for

uniformly elliptic operators appears to be an open problem.

A critical observation concerning the barrier functions of Miller and Oddson is

that these functions depend only on the ellipticity constants a, ß of (A*), and on the

angular opening \p of the cone 7^, quantities which are invariant under translation

and rotation of coordinates. Therefore these results can be applied to any point on

our exceptional set T, provided that such a point is the vertex of a cone exterior to

ß, and to any operator £ft, t g (0, T). (We extend each Jî?t as the Laplace operator

outside ß.) If each point on T has the same size exterior cone, and if the bounds

(A*) hold throughout ß, then we obtain in this manner a family of uniformly strong

local barriers for the principal parts of {=§?,}. If moreover the lower order coeffi-

cients of (if,} satisfy the bounds (B*), (C), then Lemma 2-A ensures that this

family is also a family of uniformly strong local barriers, and of the same order, for

{=£?,}. (From the proof of Lemma 2-A, one sees that the constant K of (B*) affects
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the radius p of definition of the barriers and also the constant ks of (3.4), but not

the order of the barriers.)

So combining the results of Miller and Oddson with these observations, we have

the following general statement concerning the existence of families of barriers:

Proposition 2. Suppose the family {if,}, ie(OJ), as defined by (f), has

coefficients satisfying conditions (A*), (B*), (C) for some nonnegative constants a, ß,

and K. Let Y be a subset of 3ß, and assume that, for each y on Y, ß is contained

inside a cone Cy in R" with vertex at y, and that moreover these cones {Cy}, y G T,

may all be chosen with the same angular opening 6. Then there exists for {£?,} in ß at

T families of uniformly strong local barriers, both regular and singular of orders X and

-u, respectively, where X, fi > 0, and X may be chosen arbitrarily close to zero. The

possible orders X and -¡i depend on a, ß, K and on the common angular opening 0 of

the cones {Cy}, y G Y.

We can now state our basic result concerning exceptional boundary sets on the

lateral boundary of 3 = ß X (0,T).

Theorem 3. Let Jt = <£- d/dt be given in 3 by (*), with conditions (A*), (B*),

(C) holding, and let Y be a subset of 3ß, with y0 a point on Y. Suppose there exists a

family of uniformly strong local singular barriers of order -¡i (p > 0) for {¿C,},

t g (0,T), in ß at Y, and that there exists a strong local regular barrier of order X

(0 < À < 2) for {3?t} in ß at y0. Suppose also that Jif(Y) < p, where J(f(Y) is the

Hausdorff dimension of Y. Let u be a real valued function in 3 = ß X (0, T), of class

C2 with respect to x and of class C1 with respect to t. Suppose that for some

nonnegative constant M we have for (x, t) in 3,

(3.5) u(x,t) > -M,    Jtu(x,t) < M.

Then for 0 < t0 < T, the boundary condition

(3.6) u>0    on (dti-Y)x(0,T) near(y0,t0)

implies that

(3.7) u>0    at(y0,t0).

Proof. Let g = g(-, y0) be the strong local regular barrier of order À for (if,} in

ß at y0, and let {hy}, y G Y, be the family of uniformly strong local singular

barriers of order -p for ( if,} in ß at Y. For simplicity of notation, we may assume

that the constants p, kx,..., k5 of (3.1)-(3.4) are the same for {h y} and g.

Condition (3.6) implies the existence of an open cylinder (ê, described by

#:= {(x,t)^Rn + l:\x-y0\<r,\t-t0\<71},

such that

(3.8) u > 0   on [(3ß - Y) X (0, T)] n %.

We may choose the radius r and height 2t/ sufficiently small that

(3.9) r<p/3,    (i0-r,,r0 + T,)c(0,T).
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Conditions (3.5), (3.4), (3.9), and 0 < A < 2 imply that in <ë n 3,

À —2
Jtu(x,t) +Jtg(x) < M - k5\x - y0\       < M - k5rx~2.

Thus we may choose r smaller, if necessary, so that

(3.10) Jt(u + g)(x,t) < -2M/n   in%C\3.

We will establish (3.7) by showing that lim inf u(x, t) > 0 as (x, t) -» (y0, t0) from

inside # n 3.

Define 6 := [a - 3i?(Y)]/2; then 5 > 0, and

0 <Jf(T) = p-28<p-8</i.

Let v be a positive constant, sufficiently small that

(3.11) 0 < v < r,    kxv~s>M.

Given e > 0, Lemma 1-C implies the existence of a countable covering of Y by open

balls {Bi} in R" such that each center yi of B¡ lies on Y, each radius r¡ of B¡ satisfies

0 < rt < v, and moreover so that

(3.12) £ r?-S < e.

We may discard all balls in this collection not meeting r n {x e R": I* — Jrjl < r}>

so that {B¡} covers Y n (x: |x - y0\ < r) and (3.12) continues to hold. Next we

define a function v according to

(3.13) v{x,t):=u{x,t)+{l+y-^g(x)

+ Y,rrSh(x;y,) + M-1(t-tÇl)2.

For (x, / ) in ^ n 3 and each ;',

\x - yf\^\x - y0\ + \y0- y^ r +(r + r^ 4:2r + v < 3r < p,

and moreover |x - >>0| < r < p; hence all h(x; y¡) and g(x; >>0) are defined and of

class C2 as functions oí (x,t) in tfn 3. For any (x, /) in ^C\ 3 we also have, for

all i,

0 < dist(x,r) <|x - y¡\ < p.

Using these inequalities, (3.12), and the bounds (3.1)—(3.3) (with g replaced by h

and X by -p), we see that the series in (3.13) and the differentiated series up to order

two converge uniformly on compact subsets oi<€C\3; thus the function v of (3.13)

is of class C2 in x and of class C1 in / in #n 3, with termwise differentiation up to

these orders being allowed. From (3.13), (3.10), and (3.4) (for both g and h), we

conclude that in <€ n 3,

IM
Jtv(x,t) ^Jtu(x,t) +Jtg(x)-— (r - t0)

1

«/          \/      \     2M
^Jt(u + g)(x,t) +-< 0.

V
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Now we define open sets <£ and 8* in R"+1;

t:= <€C\3,    &:~ (\JB,\ X R.

Since dist(x, T) > 0 for (x, t) in #n 3, and dist(x, T) < |x - yt\ < r, < p for (x, t)

in Bi X R, the open set % - & is nonempty if v is sufficiently small; in fact, any

point (x, /) in # will lie in #- # if j> < dist(x, T). We will show that v > 0 in

# — a2 by applying the minimum principle to v in this open set.

As in the proof of Theorem 1, the boundary of % — 8s can be divided into

3(<T-#) c (Sfni-á») u(^n 3^-á3) u(#n 3^).

(i) On 3#n 3 -9>, we have either (a) |x - j>0| = r, or (b) |i0 - r| = r¡. In case

(a), (3.13), (3.5), (3.1), and \t0 - i|< ij give

d(*,0> -A/ + -—r/cjx -^oJX = 0,
kxr

and in (b), (3.13), (3.5), (3.1) give

v(x,t)> -M + Mr,2/r,2 = 0.

(ii) On «Ti 3^ - 3», we have i; > 0 by (3.8) and the inclusion (Vnd3-8a)c.

[(90 - T) X (0, r)] n f.
(iii) On #n 3^\ we have dist(x, Y) > 0. Since r¡ ̂  0 by (3.12), x g 5, for at

most a finite number of i, and hence for some positive integer N,

l n      \       /v

x g 3   (J 5,   c U (35,),

which implies x g 3/3^ for some j. But then, by (3.13), (3.5), (3.1), (3.11), and r} < v,

v(x,t) > u(x,t) + rf-sh{x; y¡) > -M + rf~skx\x - y/*

= -M + kxrrs > -M + kxv'ä > 0.

We have now shown that Jtv < 0 in "^ n .© and oOon

3(#-^) = 3(ifns>-#).

By the minimum principle for parabolic operators, we have v > 0 in # n 3 — 8s. By

(3.1) and (3.12), the series in (3.13) can be bounded in %C\ 3 by

£ rrsh(x; y,) < £ rrsk2\x - yt\~* < ek2[dist(x, r)]"*;
/ i

hence from u > 0 it follows that in # n ¿? - ^,

M(x,o + fi + -^)g(x) + ̂ (/-io)2>-^2[dist(x,r)]-^.

We let p -> 0+ to shrink ^, with (3.11) being preserved; since e is arbitrary we

obtain that in fn 3,

u{x,t)+[l+^g(x)+^{t-t0f^0.
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Since lim infg(x) = 0 as x -» y0 by (3.1), we obtain hm inf u(x, t) ^ 0 as (x, t) -*

(y0,t0)inVn3.    D

Corollary 3. If in Theorem 3 the hypothesis (3.6) is replaced with

(3.14) u>0   on{dQ,-Y)x{0,T)nearYx{0,T),

then the conclusion (3.7) can be replaced with

(3.15) u>0    onYx(0,T).

Proof. Apply Theorem 3 to each point (y0, t0) on Y X (0, T).   D

As a sample consequence of Theorem 3 and its corollary, we specialize to the case

when the principal part of SC is the Laplace operator A; then

(3.16) Jtu = Au + £ b.p- + cu-~.
,~!       9*i 9'

Proposition 4. Suppose the principal part of if is A, as in (3.16), and assume

(B*) and (C) continue to hold in 3 = ß X (0, 7"). Let Y be a subset of 3ß such that

for each y on Y, ß is contained on one side of an (n — Y)-dimensional hyperplane

passing through y. Suppose also that the Hausdorff dimension of Y is less than n — 1.

If u is a real valued function in 3, of class C2 in x and class C1 in t, satisfying, for

some nonnegative constant M,

u(x,t) > -M,        Jtu(x, t) < M

for all (x, t) in 3, then u > 0 on (3ß - Y) X (0, T) near Y X (0, T) implies u > 0

o« T X (0,T).

Proof. It follows from results of [7] that the hyperplane condition implies the

existence of uniformly strong local barriers of order -p for ( if,} in ß at Y, for any u

in the range 0 < p < » — 1. The condition also implies the existence of regular

barriers. Thus Theorem 3 and its corollary can be applied.    D
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